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ACCIONA
ENERGY
ACCIONA Energy returns to growth
With 20 years of experience in the sector,
ACCIONA Energy is the largest global
operator exclusively dedicated to renewable
energies. Present on five continents, the
Company has significant activity in wind
energy, photovoltaic solar energy and
other renewable technologies such as
thermoelectric solar energy, hydraulic
energy and biomass. Using the most
innovative technology, this activity helps to
demonstrate the technical and economic
viability of a new sustainability-based
approach to energy.

In these countries, renewable energies are
a real solution, and they are technically and
economically competitive for meeting the
current growth of electricity demand.

Consequently, ACCIONA Energy has
positioned itself in the sector as a global
leader in the development, construction,
operation and maintenance of renewable
assets, with a business model characterized
by its presence across the value chain.

ACCIONA Energy fosters the steady
medium and long-term growth of the
Company and positively influences the
development of the communities in which
it is present.

With operating facilities in 15 countries,
ACCIONA Energy carries on its activity
in markets with strong growth and
profitability, while boosting its strategy in
emerging markets, which need to increase
their electricity generation capacity to keep
pace with their economic growth rate.

Competitive landscape: main Western developers of large renewable energy projects
Legend

Develop and maintain

Invenergy
NextEra
Independent
renewable energy Energy
producers centered
on a single market or
region
MidAmerican
Energy
Vattenfall

Independent renewable
energy producers centered on
world growth

Pattern

Enel

Iberdrola

Development/ownership
experience in renewable
energy
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SunEdison
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E.ON

Duke
Sempra
Energy
ConEd RWE

Statkraft

3+5 GW

ACCIONA

GDF
Suez

EDF-EN

1-3 GW

SSE TransAltar

Renova Energía

Abengoa

Technology orientation of
renewable energy

Sun
Power

Develop and sell

Business model

NRG

RES
Recurrent

In a single region

Developers that explore
international opportunities on
different scales

Multiple regions

First
Solar

Solar and wind
Solar
Wind

International

Geographic orientation
Notes: Circles' size is based on the cumulative experience of development or ownership in MW as at year-end 2014. Development includes all projects carried out up to the guarantee of
a multi-year purchase agreement.
Source: IHS.
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ACCIONA Energy in 2014
ASSETS

WIND

SOLAR (PV AND STE)

OTHER ENERGIES

7,087

457

958

629

3,339

MW total
capacity

17,482
GWh produced

MW total
capacity

GWh produced

MW total
capacity

GWh produced

AWP

762

equivalent MW of
installed capacity

281

nacelles assembled

€ 967.3 M €184.34 M €197.3 M €704.80 M
in sales

in sales

in sales

in sales

GLOBAL RESULTS OF ACCIONA ENERGY

8,502
MW of installed
capacity

21,450

€2,200 M

2,375

16.1

GWh produced

in sales

€788 M
in EBITDA

SHARED VALUE

88%
Local
suppliers

Employees

Millions of
Tn of CO2
avoided

6

Production equivalent to
consumption of
6 million households
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2014 MILESTONES
A commitment to the future
Strategic alliance
Strategic alliance with the investment
company Kohlberg Kravis Roberts & Co LP
(jointly with its subsidiaries, KKR) with
whom the Company has signed an alliance
for the transmission of a one-third stake in
the assets of ACCIONA Energy International
for 397 million euros.

66%

2.5

100%

SPAIN

33%

INTERNATIONAL

Renewable GW
in operation

55
Management contract
AE provides AEI with the
comprehensive services for its
functioning in exchange for a
yearly fee.

Right of first offer
AE grants AEI a right of first
offer on assets it develops in
the future from markets in
which AEI operates.

assets

14

International
markets

Return to growth
Return to growth through asset rotation,
disinvestment in mature assets with low
returns and investment in strategic markets
with higher profitability. In Germany, the
sale of 150.3 MW has been finalized for

157 million euros, which has generated
a capital gain of 27 million euros for the
Company, while it has invested in countries
like Chile, Costa Rica and South Africa,
which jointly amount to 327 MW.

ACCIONA Windpower returns to profitability
ACCIONA Windpower returns to
profitability following an in-depth review
of its business. The Company has presented
positive results during the year, with
EBITDA of 39 million euros. The basis of

the transformation lies in the 28% reduction
in the Cost of Energy (CoE) produced by its
wind turbines over two years.

Consolidation of commercial policy
In 2014, ACCIONA Energy consolidated
its commercial policy with the aim of
maximizing energy sales and actively
managing market exposure. The Company

produces and sells in more than 16 organized
markets and it markets more than nine
different products.
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A horizon full of opportunities...
ENERGY TRANSITION
Renewables are
the technologies
with the strongest
growth outlook

Shift in demand
towards emerging
economies

Virtually cost
competitive

Support and
promotion of
carbon pricing
initiatives

Availability of
financing

... where ACCIONA Energy is ready to respond by
managing risks...
Company's global risks

Risk analysis related to entry
into new countries

Risk analysis across the ACCIONA
Energy value chain

... and with a strategy for the future…
Gradual recovery of
focused and costeffective growth

Consolidation of
ACCIONA Windpower

Efficiency as a basic
lever

Sophistication of Smart
Commercial Policy

... that lays the basis for long-term growth...
Selective growth that
ensures sound debt-toEBITDA ratios

Consolidation of
key markets and
development of new
markets

Improvement in O&M
processes that reduce
energy generation
costs

Term market hedges
and sale of new
renewable attributes

... resting on solid foundations
PRESENCE ACROSS THE VALUE CHAIN

FOCUSED GEOGRAPHIC DIVERSIFICATION
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A horizon full of opportunities...

SECTOR TRENDS:
energy transition
Renewables are the
technologies with the
strongest growth outlook

The year 2014 was a turning point for global investment in renewable energies. For
the first time since 2011, investment grew by 16%, to more than 300 billion dollars9.
Forecasts indicate that the volume of yearly investment will stay above this level until
the year 2040, reaching expected investment in renewable energies of
7.4 trillion dollars, according to the International Energy Agency (WEO 2014).
(Figures in standard US nomenclature).
Renewable energies are now the energy generation sector with the highest rate
of growth and will account for nearly one fourth of the world energy mix in 2018,
compared to 20% in 2011. In 2040, renewable energies will account for nearly
60% of global installed capacity. The emerging economies are positioned as leaders
in the deployment of low-carbon energy technologies.

Shift in demand towards
emerging economies

Virtually cost competitive

At present, energy demand in developing countries represents 93% of total
growth. Expected economic growth in these economies will bring about significant
increases in energy demand and require an increase in the installed energy capacity.
Consequently, 55% of investment in the renewable energy sector up to the year
2040 will take place in emerging countries. Demand will remain stable in developed
countries and renewable energies will play a bigger role as obsolete fossil fuel
capacity is replaced with renewable technology.

Wind and solar sources of energy have now attained a maturity necessary to be cost
competitive with traditional fuels. At present, the global levelized cost of electricity
(LCOE) of wind energy is now cheaper than the cost of producing nuclear and coal
energy, and it is competitive with gas. This cost is expected to fall by a further 35% in
the next 15 years for wind energy, and 40% for photovoltaic energy.
As the cost of these energy sources becomes more competitive, success will largely
depend on the prevalence of stable political frameworks that can ensure regulatory
certainty for the correct development and adaptation of such technologies. At
present, nearly one hundred emerging countries have active policies that foster
investment in renewable energies (compared to 15 countries in 2005).10

9. Bloomberg New Energy Finance. Annual Clean Energy Investment Overview.
10. REN21. Global Status Report 2014.
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Support and promotion
of carbon pricing
initiatives

Availability of financing

Carbon pricing is the most efficient and universal tool for immediately meeting the
challenge of decarbonizing the economy. It provides an incentive for investment in
the right direction, with the choice of the best technologies, in the most efficient
way. It can be implemented quickly, in the short term, and it supplements/drives
other, also indispensible, medium to long-term solutions such as technology
solutions. It is a flexible tool because several options are available for pricing
carbon, and there are different paths for achieving the same reductions that may
be more suitable to the idiosyncrasies of different countries (carbon markets,
carbon taxes, etc.), thus offering more assurances of feasibility in universalization.
In addition, carbon pricing is a neutral tool in terms of competitiveness, given that
sales of emission rights stay in the same economy or in other economies with
similar mechanisms. Many countries are in the design or implementation phase of
carbon pricing policies, and some companies in countries without carbon pricing
mechanisms are using a shadow price in their investment decisions.

Financing of renewable energy sources presents a promising outlook in the medium
and long term. In this environment, institutional investors such as pension funds,
asset managers and insurance companies take on particular importance.
The emergence of new financing sources, such as green bonds, a fixed income
product linked to clean energies, increase investor interest and carry fewer risks than
traditional sources of energy generation. Between 2012 and 2014, the volume of
green bonds multiplied tenfold, up to 40 billion dollars in issues11.
Development banks continue to be a significant source of financing for renewable
energies. In 2013, these organizations invested about 85 billion dollars in clean
energies12, a category that includes energy efficiency, transport, electricity
distribution and renewable energies.

11. Climate Bonds Initiative
12. Bloomberg New Energy Finance
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... where ACCIONA Energy is ready to respond
by managing risks...

In 2014 and early 2015, ACCIONA Energy
has maintained its commitment to progress
towards ever more effective management
of its risks by applying a management
outlook based on three levels.

The division also carries out an analysis
of risks upon entering new markets and
in each of the stages of the value chain,
both for new projects and projects in
the pipeline.

1

 daptation and assessment of corporate risks
A
to energy business
Inclusion of these risks in corporate risk map

Assessment of
the Company’s
global risk

2

 nalysis of macro-economic environment
A
Analysis of electricity market
Analysis of renewables sector

Risk analysis of entry
into new countries

3

 isk analysis in new projects
R
Risk analysis in project backlog
Analysis of market risks
Analysis of counterparty risks
Analysis of operational risks

Risk analysis across
the ACCIONA Energy
value chain

1
Preparation of the Company's risk
map aligned with the corporate
risk assessment system.

2
ACCIONA Energy manages the
risks associated with entering new
countries and markets using a tool that
helps analyze the macro-economic
environment, the electricity market
and the renewables sector. The result
allows for estimating the risk and
attractiveness of the market and
comparing it with that of markets in
which the division is already present.

3
The division's presence in all phases of
the value chain of the energy business
requires risk management at different
scales. Accordingly, ACCIONA Energy
carries out exhaustive risk analyses
and action plans for new projects and
projects in the pipeline.
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RISK ANALYSIS IN NEW PROJECTS
The division has set up the systematic
management of risks related to new
projects, based on the quantification and
classification of project risks, and on the
good practices recommended by the
Project Management Institute.

Risk families by:

Risk determination and classification:

ACCIONA Energy carries out a qualitative
and quantitative analysis.
To do so, it uses a sophisticated tool for
the determination and classification of the
project's main risks and opportunities, in
accordance with risk families previously
determined and for every business unit
responsible for identifying them.

Responsible area:

Country

Deadlines

Business development

Client

Financial
management

Engineering and Construction

Projects

Purchases

Contracts

Performance

Quality, Health and the Environment

Site

Quality

Legal Affairs

Environment

Human Resources

Security

Security

Society

Energy Management

Health and safety

Operation and maintenance

Partners

Human resources
Purchases
Design

Economic-Financial

When the risks are identified, their impact
on the project's timetables and costs is
analyzed, in addition to impacts on the
Company's reputation, the environment,
the health and safety of its participants
and quality. An expected probability of
occurrence is also assigned.
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RISK ANALYSIS OF PROJECT BACKLOG
Risk quantification and assessment and

planning:
Once the risk probability and impact have
been analyzed, different aspects are taken
into consideration for their assessment and
quantification, including:
the activity affected,

and impacts of which are analyzed,
quantified and taken into account in the
contingency budget.
For each of the bids/tenders, and based
on the information resulting from the
risk assessment, the division implements
a customized risk management plan per
project that specifies the following:

the source and causes of the risk,

the risk to be handled,

the rating yielded by the quantitative
analysis of impacts,

the main prevention and control
measures,

the technique to be used to manage the
risk (mitigation, acceptance, adaptation,
etc.), and,

the owner and person responsible for
handling the risk,
the next control milestones, and,

The division also methodically manages
risks related to projects that are already
operational, with the aim of managing
possible market risks its assets may face,
counterparty risk in transactions and
operational risks that may significantly
affect business.
Market risk: The Energy division manages

market risk related to assets currently in
operation, via an active commercial policy
that can hedge risks through estimations
of future markets.
Models are capable of simulating the
future performance of variables and a risk
measurement is yielded for each contract.
The aggregation for the total backlog of
ACCIONA Energy is a measure of the risk
of the total portfolio.

the cost of implementing these measures.
the final deadline for implementation.
This allows for quantifying how risk affects
the baseline of the project, its budget (as
new corrective measures must be added
from the start), and the contingency budget
necessary to manage risks in the event
of their occurrence. Implementation of
management techniques reduces risk levels
and a residual risk remains, the probability

C
 ounterparty risk: ACCIONA Energy
also takes into account the risk
associated with its counterparties when
authorizing commercial relationships
with them. The Energy Committee
reviews the lists of authorized
counterparties at its monthly meetings.
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... and with a strategy for the
that lays the basis for long-term growth...
The success of the 2013-2014 Action Plan
allows ACCIONA Energy to return to the
path of growth after the impact of the
Spanish energy regulation in 2013.
The strategic alliance with KKR offers
the Company new tangible business
opportunities and adds new advantages
such as a substantial improvement in
financial ratios and greater visibility in
international markets. Rotation of wind
assets in Germany, and previously in Korea,
also allowed for better debt levels and an
exit from a mature energy market that
contributed less to the Company.
Independently of fluctuations in the price
of oil, estimates point to a gradual increase
in the share of wind and photovoltaic
energy on a global level. These two
technologies offer the Company numerous
opportunities for growth. Combined with
the rise in the market share of renewable
energies, the foundation of ACCIONA's
growth will also rest on the commitment
to markets with stable regulatory
frameworks and public-private funding
models that guarantee such growth.

In this setting, the Company's strategy takes
shape in a renewed and more optimistic
climate that will enable the sustained
growth of ACCIONA over the long term,
and it will be based on four cornerstones:

1. FOCUSED, CONTROLLED AND
PROFITABLE GROWTH
The growth priorities of the Energy division
now center on securing new opportunities
in relation to wind and photovoltaic
technologies in international markets.
Such renewable assets require much less
time for installation than those which
use conventional sources, with start-up
occurring in less than two years.
At present, ACCIONA has a wind energy
capacity of more than 7000 MW, a part
of which uses a proprietary design and
manufacturing process that is successful
in different geographic markets. In
photovoltaic solar energy, the assets of
ACCIONA Energy include the largest
photovoltaic plant connected to the grid
in Portugal and the Sishen plant in South
Africa, which is the largest such plant in the
continent of Africa.
ACCIONA has a project backlog of more
than 1.2 GW for the coming years, with
broad geographic diversification. These
include 600 GWh/year committed in Chile

from the year 2018. In the near future,
ACCIONA Energy will gradually return to
the path of growth with a particular focus
on profitability and the creation of longterm value:
With selective, profitability-focused
growth that will ensure sound
debt-to-EBTIDA ratios.
Operating in emerging markets that offer
substantial business opportunities, as
the wind and solar technologies offer
a unique solution for meeting demand
growth because they are technically and
economically competitive and quick to
implement. ACCIONA Energy is strongly
positioned and possesses in-depth
knowledge of the market in countries like
Mexico, Chile, India, the US and South
Africa, among others.
Further, opportunities are being explored
in new markets, with the aim of being first
movers and capturing high profitability
levels in countries like Morocco, Saudi
Arabia and others.
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2. CONSOLIDATION OF
ACCIONA WINDPOWER
The transformation of the ACCIONA
Windpower business enabled the Company
to sell more than 2,000 MW of 3 MW wind
turbines in 2014. The business review and
the implemented changes have generated a
positive result during the year of 39 million
euros in EBITDA and have set Windpower
on the path of profitability. AWP holds a
highly competitive position in the segment
of 3 MW machines, owing to the
28% reduction in the Cost of Electricity
(CoE) carried out over the last two years, a
project that is ongoing.
Sales were consolidated in key countries
through sales to third parties (Brazil,
Mexico, the US, South Africa, Turkey,
Canada, Chile, etc.) and commercial activity
is developing in new markets in Northern
Europe, India, and the North of Africa.

3. EFFICIENCY WILL CONTINUE TO BE
A BASIC LEVER
With the aim of continuing to reduce the
cost of generated energy via enhancements
in operation and maintenance, a number
of initiatives are being proposed that aim
at improving processes by lowering the
failure rate, increasing the assets' useful life
to more than 25 years, and thus improving
availability and efficiency.

4. ACHIEVING THE OPTIMUM VALUE
AND OPPORTUNITIES FOR ENERGY
SALES
ACCIONA presents significant differential
value in the management of energy
sales through an innovative and global
commercial policy of electricity sales and
environmental products, based on active
management of market risk through term
market hedges consistent with standardized
and certified processes and procedures.
ACCIONA Energy's hedge strategy yielded
excellent results in 2014, having mitigated
low market prices, as did the quest for new
market opportunities (capacity auctions of
Spain-France, United Kingdom LEC).
For example, the successful commercial
policy for the sale of energy enabled the
Company to win the tender for distributors
in Chile, with a commitment to the sale of
600 GWh/year of energy from 2018.
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... resting on solid foundations

Presence across the
value chain
Over the years, ACCIONA has managed
to adapt its solutions to the client's
circumstances and needs in all phases of the
value chain. ACCIONA Energy is a unique
pure player in renewables and a leading
developer, partner and service provider
throughout the world.
The development phase of projects in
the value chain currently offers major
opportunities for growth, with large

PROJECT
DEVELOPMENT

3,500

MW in project
backlog under
development in 2014

+2,000

MW offered to third
parties in 2014

availability of capital that sees renewable
energy as a bet on the future. ACCIONA
also has significant experience in project
engineering and construction, with more
than 20 years in the renewables sector
and broad expertise in wind resources and
multi-technology wind turbines, and in
other renewable technologies.
In terms of operation and maintenance,
ACCIONA has a groundbreaking control
center that manages more than
21 TWh a year generated in 19 countries,
that attains 98% availability, and with

ENGINEERING AND
CONSTRUCTION

284

MW in projects
under construction
in 2014

450

MW under
construction for
third parties in
2014

MANUFACTURE OF
WIND TURBINES

1,093

MW in project backlog
in 2014

762

the capacity to supervise and monitor
facilities in real time and remotely resolve
more than 60% of incidences.
Also notable is the manufacture of wind
turbines by ACCIONA Windpower, which
is in the business of designing, producing,
marketing, installing and operating wind
turbines conceived to contribute the
optimal value to the wind developer (either
ACCIONA or a third party) in terms of
return on the generation of energy.

ENERGY PRODUCTION
AND MANAGEMENT

8,502

MW of installed
capacity in 2014

21,450

equivalent MW
installed in 2014

GWh of energy
generated in 2014

271%

+10,000

Increase on
2013

MW managed in
2014

SALES

17,460

GWh of energy
sold in 2014
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FOCUSED GEOGRAPHICAL
DIVERSIFICATION
ACCIONA Energy has a presence in
22 countries throughout the world, with
operating assets in 15 of them and wind
turbines sold or development initiatives
in several more. In 2014, it commenced
activity in strategic markets such as South
Africa, Chile and Costa Rica, thereby
exceeding 2,500 MW installed outside
Spain. The Company is committed to
controlled growth in attractive markets
with the need for new electricity capacity,
where ACCIONA can offer a larger

competitive edge in the form of a solution
that is economically and environmentally
sustainable, and also secure for supply.
The markets in which the Company will
carry on its activity are selected based on
a multi-criteria analysis that assesses the
country's macro-economic climate, the
foundations of the electricity market and
the existence of a legislative framework
that is favorable for renewable energies.
The objective is to ensure return on
investment and the creation of value by
the Company over time.

Installed capacity (MW) by ACCIONA Energy
Total data in MW at 12/31/2014

Poland 71
Spain
Canada 181
USA

5,954

Hungary 24

Wind4,743
Hydro888
Solar thermal 250
Biomass61
Photovoltaic3
Cogeneration  9

692

Wind
628
Solar thermal 64

Portugal 165

Mexico 557

Croatia 30
Greece 48
Italy 156

Wind119
Photovoltaic46

Costa Rica 50

India 86

Chile 45

Brazil

Australia 305
South Africa 232
Wind138 (under construction)
Photovoltaic94

Operating facilities

Industrial plants
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COMPETITIVE ENVIRONMENT

Mexico
POSITION OF ACCIONA
ENERGY
 CCIONA is the leader in the implementation
A
of wind energy in Mexico and the largest wind
operator.
 CCIONA Windpower recently launched
A
the first cement wind tower plant in Mexico
that will supply segments for a 252 MW wind
project.
ACCIONA has invested approximately
1.2 billion dollars in the last four years and
built four wind farms totaling 556 MW in
installed capacity.

MARKET CHARACTERISTICS
AND OUTLOOK
 otal installed capacity of
T
65 GW, of which 4% are
renewable (not including
hydro).

National Energy Strategy:
35% in clean energy by 2024
and 30% emission reduction
by 2020.

In 2014, the new installed wind
capacity was 598MW and
28 MW was solar photovoltaic.

 pecial Program for the Use of
S
Renewable Energy 2014-2018:
32.9% growth in renewable
capacity (solar, geo-thermal,
mini-hydro, wind and bioenergy). Wind:
8.9 GW in 2018, which amounts
to an additional 7.3 GW.

Ninth largest oil producer in
the world.
Electricity consumption is
expected to double by 2026,
requiring an additional
44.5 GW, 7,000 MW in
renewables.

Source: Bloomberg, Country Profiles IHS. Outlook for Renewable Power 2015-2030. March 2015.

Long-term electricity sale
contracts with CFE (20 years).
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Chile
POSITION OF ACCIONA
ENERGY
I n 2014, the Punta Palmeras wind farm was
brought into operation: with a capacity of
45 MW, each year the farm will produce
energy equivalent to the consumption of more
than 60,000 Chilean households.
 CCIONA will build photovoltaic plants and
A
wind farms for the supply of 600GWH/year
from 2018, and an estimated investment of
400 million euros.
 t present, ACCIONA is building the first
A
phase of the Pampa Camarones solar farm for
the Company E-CL.

MARKET CHARACTERISTICS
AND OUTLOOK
 otal capacity: 18 GW, of
T
which 4% are renewable (not
including hydro).
In 2014, the new installed wind
capacity was 456 MW and
407 MW was solar photovoltaic.
Targets under Law 20.689:
• 20% of the country's
energy must come from
non-conventional renewable
sources by 2025 (approx. an
additional 500MW/year).
• To achieve this, 45% of the
new capacity to be installed by
2025 must be renewable.
E nergy strategy focused on
strengthening own sources.

Electricity demand growth rates
of 5-6%.
Electricity generation in the
Chilean market is deregulated
and the energy policy is based
on the principle of free market
competition among private
companies.
 he recent tender for energy
T
supply will enable ACCIONA to
consolidate its presence in the
market, with the commitment to
supply 600GWH/year from wind
and solar technology.
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India

South Africa

POSITION OF ACCIONA
ENERGY

POSITION OF ACCIONA
ENERGY

 CCIONA has three proprietary wind farms with a
A
total installed capacity of 85.8 MW: the wind farm at
Arasinagundi (13.2 MW), installed in 2007; Anaburu
(16.5 MW), built in 2008; and Tuppadahalli, the largest
of the three (56.1 MW), all located in the state of
Karnataka, the two former wind farms at the site with
the largest load factor of the system.
I n the short and medium term, the Company expects to
increase its presence in the country via other projects
currently in process.

MARKET CHARACTERISTICS
AND OUTLOOK
Total installed capacity:
258 GW, of which 12% are
renewable (not including
hydro).
I n 2014, 2.3 GW of wind was
installed, 35% more than in
2013, thus becoming the fifth
country in the world ranking
in terms of installed wind
capacity.
 ith respect to solar energy,
W
1 GW was installed in 2014
and 2.8 GW of new capacity
was auctioned, which will be
installed in 2015-2016.
I nvestment in renewables
increased by 13%, up to
7.1 billion dollars, and
investment is expected to
reach 9 billion dollars in 2015
(wind and solar).

 CCIONA Energy has been present in South Africa
A
since September 2012, after having won two renewable
energy contracts.
 ince December 2014, the Company has been
S
operating the proprietary solar photovoltaic plant at
Sishen, with the largest photovoltaic output in Africa.
I n 2015, the Gouda wind farm will also commence
operation, as ACCIONA's first wind facility in the
country (138 MW).

MARKET CHARACTERISTICS
AND OUTLOOK
 hronic energy scarcity and
C
forecasts of electricity demand
growth of 5% per annum.
Objective of supplying
electricity to all the country's
citizens. To do so, the country
would have to at least triple its
electricity supply by 2030.
 arget: 100 GW of solar by
T
2022 and 40 GW of wind by
2019. Increase in renewable
energy generation to 15%
by 2019.
 dequate features for the
A
3 MW machine of ACCIONA
Windpower, offering
competitive energy costs.
 uge opportunities due
H
to market size, its growth
potential and profitability
offered by invested capital.

Total installed capacity:
45 GW, of which 5% are
renewable (not including
hydro).
I n 2014, the new installed
wind capacity was 600
MW and 768 MW was solar
photovoltaic. First significant
entry of renewables in energy
landscape.
Until the recent
implementation of the
new plan for energy
diversification, coal generated
more than 85% of energy.
L arge energy deficit and
growing demand.
I ntegrated Resourced Plan, a
20-year national energy plan
that contemplates a 170%
increase in the country's
energy capacity.
Renewable targets:
18,000 MW: 4,360 MW wind;

3,300 MW STE; and
9,770 MW photovoltaic
by 2030.
The contracting system
through successive bidding
auctions has facilitated
the entry of foreign private
companies into the market
and price competitiveness,
thus becoming a mature
market.
I n the first four phases,
2,660 MW wind and
1,900 MW of photovoltaic
energy have been
contracted.
 he renewables market
T
features partnerships
between domestic
companies and specialized
foreign companies.
 ey country for entry into
K
the markets of other subSaharan African countries.
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Flagship projects
Sishen solar
photovoltaic
plant in South
Africa

 ith 216 gigawatt hours (GWh) of yearly electricity
W
generation, it has the largest output of any plant of its type
in Africa.
S outh Africa has a market with a high growth potential in
the renewables sector.
T he project is in alliance with Aveng, Soul City and the
Dibeng Community Trust.

Punta Palmeras
Wind Farm, Chile

 CCIONA Energy has connected to the grid the Punta
A
Palmeras wind farm, which is equipped with 15 wind
turbines of 3 megawatts (MW) each, the highest capacity
wind turbines installed in Chile to date.
T he yearly output of clean energy from the wind farm in
Chile will be equal to the consumption of more than
60,000 Chilean households.

AW3000 wind
turbine plants in
Brazil

Wind farm in
Chiripa, Costa
Rica

 CCIONA Windpower assembled its first nacelle for the
A
AW3000 wind turbine in Bahía in December 2014.
 WP has signed eight contracts for the sale of wind turbines
A
in Brazil since 2012 totaling 825 MW, half of them in 2014.

 wind facility with a capacity of 49.5 MW, comprising
A
33 wind turbines of 1.5 MW using technology by
ACCIONA Windpower.
T he award entails signing an energy sale contract (with
a 20-year term). The Chiripa wind farm provides a boost
to the development of the nascent wind energy sector
in Costa Rica and will contribute to the Costa Rican
government’s strategic objective of reducing the country's
carbon footprint.

